We report on the detection of Main Sequence and evolved stars belonging to the newly 
INTRODUCTION
The process of hierarchical merger (White & Rees 1978; White & Frenk 1991) is generally accepted as the driving mechanism of the formation of giant galaxies. The study of the local (e.g. Galactic or in the Local Group) relics of such process provides an unprecedentedly detailed insight of the current cosmological model as well as a formidable testbed for theories of galaxy formation. The case of the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy (Ibata et al. 1994 (Ibata et al. , 1997 , Sgr dSph) is emblematic, since we are presently observing it during its disruption into a giant stream contributing to the assembly of the Galactic halo with stars (see Ibata et al. 2001a; Ibata et al. 2002; Ivezic et al. 2000; Newberg et al. 2002; Majewski et al. 2003 , and references therein) and globular clusters (Bellazzini, Ferraro & Ibata 2003a; Bellazzini et al. 2003b; Bellazzini, Ibata & Ferraro 2003c) . A similar case has been reported in M 31 (Ibata et al. 2001b; McConnachie et al. 2003) and systematic searches in galaxies outside the Local Group are beginning (Pohlen et al. 2003 ).
An even more interesting case is provided by the ⋆ E-mail: bellazzini@bo.astro.it recently discovered ring structure (the Monoceros Ring, hereafter the Ring, for brevity Newberg et al. 2002; Yanny et al. 2003; Ibata et al. 2003; Majewski et al. 2003; Rocha-Pinto et al. 2003) near the Galactic plane. The more recent observational results Martin et al. 2003) suggests that the Ring is the stream remnant of an in-plane accretion that may be contributing to the build-up of the thick disk (see also Helmi et al. 2003; Abadi et al. 2003) .
In particular Martin et al. (2003, hereafter PAP-I) , while tracing the whole extent of the Ring using M-giants from the 2Mass database 1 discovered a large overdensity of "Ring-like" M-giants in the Canis Major constellation. The elliptical shape, the overall structure of this overdensity and its coincidence with a noticeable overdensity of globular clusters (Bellazzini, Ibata & Ferraro 2003c) led Martin et al. (2003) to the conclusion that it is the relic of the dwarf galaxy whose disruption generated the Ring. The discovered relic (hereafter Canis Major galaxy, CMaj) is approximately centered at galactic coordinates (l,b)∼ (240 o , −7 o ), it has a FWHM extension in the sky of ∼ 12
• in the lati- tude direction and it is located at ∼ 6.5 kpc from the Sun (e.g., (m − M )0 ∼ 14.1), as obtained from the photometric parallax to M-giants introduced by Majewski et al. (2003) . The mass, luminosity and characteristic dimensions of Canis Major appear quite similar to those of the Sgr dSph. The similarity with Sgr extends to other relevant characteristics: the two objects seem to host a similar grouping of globular clusters, and the upper RGB of both galaxies is dominated by stars of similar color (M-giants), which are present in similar numbers in both galaxies. The analogy between the two systems may provide a useful guideline in the study of the newly discovered galaxy. Martin et al. (2003) obtained a near infrared (NIR) Color Magnitude Diagram (CMD) of the discovered structure (e.g., their Fig. 8 ) showing a Red Giant Branch (RGB) extending to (J − KS)0 ≃ 1.3 and a pronounced Red Clump (RC) at KS0
12.5 and (J − KS)0 ≃ 0.6. A Blue Plume (BP) of stars (of more uncertain nature) is also detected around (J − KS)0 ≃ 0.3. The Main Sequence (MS) of the CMaj population is beyond the reach of 2MASS photometry. The degeneracy among distance, age, metallicity and reddening (which is particularly high and highly variable at such low latitudes) prevents any firm conclusion about the nature of the stellar population in the CMaj structure. Furthermore the distance scale based on photometric parallax of M-giants is intrinsically uncertain (Bellazzini et al. 2003b; Majewski et al. 2003) and it is likely affected by a systematic effect leading to the underestimate of true distances (Martin et al. 2003; Newberg et al. 2003) . Hence, the detection of fainter stars belonging to the newly discovered galaxy, the access to distance indicators alternative to Mgiants and the study of its stellar population in other wavelength ranges (with respect to NIR) are highly desirable to confirm the discovery presented in PAP-I and to obtain a clearer characterization of the system. To achieve these goals we take advantage of the fact that the low latitude region of sky covered by the CMaj galaxy hosts a number of galactic open clusters (OC), most of them in the foreground. Thus we searched for existing wide field CCD photometry of these open clusters to look for evidences of a background population that may be related to the CMaj galaxy. Wide fields are needed because of the low surface brightness of the structure. Unfortunately, modern wide field photometry of open clusters are quite rare since, typically, a field of few arcmin is sufficient to characterize the population of these clusters and the background population is an undesired contaminant for these kind of studies. However we were sufficiently lucky to find excellent optical photometry of CMaj in the background of several open clusters as well as interesting non-detections that are useful to constrain the spatial extent of this galaxy.
Most of the photometry (catalogues in electronic form) used in this paper have been retrieved from the WEBDA 2 database (Mermilliod 1995) . The adopted reddening values are taken from the maps by Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis (1998, SFD98) , if not otherwise stated. All over the paper we adopt the reddening laws by Dean, Warren & Cousins (1978) for the (Cousins') I band and by Rieke & Lebofsky (1985) for all the other passbands. We anticipate that the 2 http://obswww.unige.ch/webda/webda.html data presented in this paper are not sufficient to definitely break the above quoted distance/age/metallicity/reddening degeneracy and that reliable spectroscopic abundances and dedicated optical photometry are still needed to obtain a fully consistent picture of the main characteristic of the galaxy. On the other hand, we present here a significant progress in the understanding of the CMaj system as well as a confirmation of its existence.
THE CANIS MAJOR GALAXY IN THE BACKGROUND OF NGC 2477
In o ; b=−5.8 o ). The latter cluster is well within the body of the Canis Major galaxy (PAP-I) and even a glance to its CMD (see Fig. 9 of Momany et al. 2001 ) reveals the presence of unexpected features.
In Fig. 1 we compare the CMD of NGC 2477 (left panel) with that of NGC 2506, e.g., in the set of Momany et al. (2001) , the one with the position more nearby to the reflection of the position of NGC 2477 with respect to the Galactic plane. The two datasets have been acquired with the same instrument and observational strategy, hence they are strictly homogeneous. In both cases the stars belonging to the considered OC are present in significant numbers all over the field, so it is not possible to obtain CMDs free from the "contamination" of the cluster population. The CMDs have been corrected for interstellar extinction adopting the mean reddening of the fields as obtained interpolating on the SFD98 maps (< E(B − V ) >= 0.77 ± 0.07 from all the stars detected in the field of NGC 2477). The field of NGC 2477 suffer from high, uncertain and spatially variable reddening. However, for the moment, we prefer to work with a dataset as similar as possible to the original one, hence we adopt the same reddening for all the stars in the field. We will discuss the problems related to the extinction in this field in Sect. 3 below.
In the left panel of Fig NGC 2506 clearly show that an unknown population is revealed in the background of NGC 2477. Independently of the assumptions on the reddening, the sudden increase is star counts occurring at V0 16 in the direction to the body of the CMaj galaxy has clearly no counterpart in the CMD of a field of the same area toward NGC 2506.
In Fig. 2 the same kind of comparison of Fig. 1 is shown in the V0, (V − I)0 plane between the photometry of NGC 2477 by Kassis et al. (1997) (f.o.v. =14.7 ′ × 14.7 ′ ) and that of a control field in the vicinity of the cluster Saurer A (by Carraro & Baume 2003, f.o.v. =9.9 ′ ×9.1 ′ ), located at similar galactic latitude but in the northern hemisphere. The V-I color is much more sensitive to stellar temperature than B-V for cool stars like those populating the faintest part of the MS of NGC 2477. For this reason in the left panel of Fig. 2 the unknown putative upper MS in the background of NGC 2477 (nearly vertical at V0 16 and (V − I)0 ∼ 0.4) is clearly separated from the lower MS of the cluster (ending at V0 ∼ 20 and (V − I)0 ∼ 1.8). The picture described above is even clearer in this view: below V0 ∼ 16 an unexpected upper MS appears in the CMD of NGC 2477, unrelated with the cluster population. The Blue Plume is also present at (V − I)0 0.2 while the smaller field of view prevents any identification of the possible RC identified in Fig. 1 . Given the spatial coincidence (PAP-I) we tentatively identify these features with the upper MS and BP population of the CMaj galaxy. In the following subsection this connection will be confirmed by the identification of the evolved counterpart of the newly detected MS.
Before proceeding further, it is worth checking the relation between the spatial distribution of the stars belonging to the cluster and to the newly identified population. The upper left panel of Fig. 3 displays the way in which we selected stars tracing the cluster population and the CMaj population, respectively represented by open circles and filled squares in the remaining panels of the figure. The upper right panel of Fig. 3 compares the radial distribution of the two population from the center of NGC 2477. The distribution of clusters stars is well represented (out to r≃ 11 ′ ) by an exponential profile with scale length h l = 12 ′ (continuous lines) while the density of the CMaj population is roughly constant over the whole field (the dotted lines mark the average density ± the standard deviation), consistent with a population belonging to a system with a characteristic scale-length larger that the field scale and unrelated to the cluster. The dashed vertical line marks the radius at which the crowding is likely to differentially affect the completeness of the two different tracer populations. The lower panels of Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the CMaj stars as a function of galactic coordinates. The plots suggests the presence of a gradient increasing the stellar density toward lower l and b, e.g. toward the direction of the center of the structure according to the conclusions of PAP-I. tion dominated by M-stars. These cool giants are easily identified in NIR CMDs since they lie to the red of any foreground/background contaminating sequence due to Galactic field stars ((J − KS)0 0.9), whereas in general they are superposed on Galactic contamination in optical CMDs. Indeed the RGB of the CMaj galaxy is easily identified in the NIR CMD shown in PAP-I (see Fig. 8 , there). Here we try to identify the same sequence in the field of NGC 2477 taking advantage of the all sky coverage of the 2MASS database.
The evolved stars of the Canis Major galaxy
The NIR CMD of a circular region of radius r = 24 ′ centered on NGC 2477 and enclosing the whole field observed by Momany et al. (2001) is displayed in the upper panel of Fig. 4 . The catalogue is extracted from the Point Source Catalogue (PSC) of 2MASS adopting the quality criteria described in PAP-I. The cluster MS is again the dominant feature of the diagram, running from J − KS ≃ 0.3 and KS ≃ 11 to J − KS ≃ 0.7 and KS ≃ 15.5, while the cluster RC is around J − KS ≃ 0.7 and KS ≃ 9.5. The wide vertical band within 0.8 J − KS 0.95 is probably due to disk RC stars located at various distances along the line of sight (see Cole 2001) . To the red of this band, from J − KS ≃ 1.0 and KS ≃ 13.5 to J − KS ∼ 1.3, KS ∼ 9 the outstanding feature of the CMaj RGB is clearly visible. We also note an overdensity of stars around KS ≃ 13.5 superposed to the field RC sequence, that may be associated to the CMaj RC as identified in PAP-I.
The lower panels of Fig. 4 show the luminosity function (LF) of the stars enclosed in the box superposed on the above described CMD as well as the plots of the difference in star count between the observed LF and a linear model of the distribution of field stars as a function of magnitude fitted to the data in the ranges 12 KS 13.2 and K>13.8. The left panel shows the LF as an ordinary histogram while the right panel displays a smoothed histogram (e.g., an histogram in which the step by which the bin is shifted along the distribution is smaller than the bin width, a much finer tool to detect the position of peaks in monodimensional distributions, see Bellazzini et al. 2003b , and references therein). There is a clear bump in the observed distribution at KS ≃ 13.45, a totally unexpected feature in a sequence of field stars. Hence the RC of the CMaj population is identifiable even in this relatively small field. The next step of our analysis was to counter-identify the RGB and RC stars found in the NIR CMD in the optical sample. Both the 2MASS database and Momany's catalogue have excellent astrometry, so the cross-correlation of the two samples is easy and safe. In the left panel of Fig. 5 the region of the NIR CMD containing the RGB and RC populations of the CMaj object are enclosed by a selection box. The selected stars are plotted as filled circles (this symbol will be retained for these stars all over the paper) in the KS, V −KS diagram of the common stars shown in the right panel of Fig. 5 . The RC (at V − KS ≃ 4) and a narrow RGB (from V − KS ≃ 4.5 to V − KS ≃ 6 are even more evident in this NIR-optical CMD.
The RGB and RC of Canis Major are shown for the first time in an optical CMD in the upper left panel of Fig. 6 that displays all the stars in common between Momany's and 2MASS samples. The distribution of RC stars is clearly elongated along the reddening vector, due to differential reddening (see below). However the bulk of the population forms an obvious clump at B − V ≃ 1.6 and V ≃ 17.5. The RGB is clearly identified, running from B − V ≃ 1.8 and V ≃ 18 to B − V ≃ 2.3 and V ≃ 15.5. The handful of stars brighter than this limit may be bright Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) stars or unrelated sources fortuitously included in the selection box. In the right upper panel of Fig. 6 we superposed a selection box of the same nature of that shown in Fig. 4 to the CMD of the whole optical sample, to perform an independent search of the RC in the V passband. The left lower panel of Fig. 6 shows the smoothed histogram of the selected stars while the right lower panel shows the difference with respect to a linear model fitting the LF in the ranges 16 V 17.2 and V 17.8 (shown as a dotted line in the lower left panel). A clear and significant excess of stars is found around V = 17.5. The peak is higher than 5 times the standard deviation around the mean of the star counts in the ranges 16 V 17.2 and V 17.8, thus cannot be associated with a random fluctuation of star counts. Hence the RC of the CMaj galaxy has been independently identified in two different databases, both in optical and NIR, in the background of NGC 2477.
A global view
In the previous sections we have identified the upper MS, the Blue plume, the RGB and RC of the Canis Majoris galaxy in the background of the open cluster NGC 2477. However a global and detailed view of the CMD of the galaxy is hampered by (a) the presence of the MS of NGC 2477 that crosses the CMD of CMaj over the critical SGB region and (b) the possible contamination by field sources confusing the morphology of the upper MS of CMaj. To partially overcome these problems we present the Hess diagram of the optical sample, together with the evolved stars identified above, in Fig. 7 . This plot makes clearer the main characteristics of the stellar population dominating the CMaj galaxy. The MS TO is probably located between V=20 and V=21 but the possibility that the MS reaches V ∼ 19 cannot be excluded. Around B −V ≃ 1.4 and V ≃ 19 the sequence seems to bend toward the base of the RGB. The width of the sequence here may be due to differential reddening and/or the presence of a composite population of various ages and metallicities.
To further help a global view of the possible CMaj population in Fig. 8 we superpose four isochrones of the Bertelli et al. (1994) set on the Hess diagram shown in Fig. 7 . The fact that the RGB of the galaxy is dominated by M-giants strongly suggests a mean metallicity larger than [M/H] ≃ −1 (Bellazzini et al. 2003b; Rocha-Pinto et al. 2003; Martin et al. 2003 ), therefore we choose isochrones at [M/H] = −0.7. The overall features of the CMD are reasonably fitted by isochrones in the age range between ∼ 2 Gyr and ∼ 10 Gyr, assuming a distance modulus (m − M )0 = 14.6. The best fitting isochrones suggests an age between 3 and 7 Gyr at this metallicity, e.g. several Gyr younger than the typical galactic globular cluster and quite similar to the dominant population of Sgr dSph (see Layden & Sarajedini 2000; Monaco et al. 2002 , and references therein). Fig. 7 and 8 and the associated discussion above, are presented mainly for illustrative purposes. In the following section we try to deal with the uncertainties in the reddening affecting the considered field and provide more stringent constraints to characterize the distance and the stellar content of the CMaj galaxy. Hartwick, Hesser & McClure (1972) performed a multi-color study of NGC 2477 over a field of view of a few arcmin. They concluded that the field is affected by differential reddening over the range 0.2 E(B − V ) 0.4. Indeed, Kassis et al. (1997) found that their best isochrone-fit to the CMD of the cluster is obtained assuming E(B − V ) = 0.24. These estimates are far lower than what is obtained from the SFD98 maps. Moreover, many authors (Stanek 1998; Chen et al. 1999; Dutra et al. 2003) have shown that the SFD98 maps overestimate the reddening toward directions of high extinction (E(B−V ) > 0. 25 Dutra et al. 2003 ) by a factor between ≃ 1.14 to ≃ 1.35. Given this evidence, a deeper insight to the the problem of reddening toward the considered field is clearly needed in order to obtain a safer characterization of the properties of the CMaj population. The upper panels of Fig. 9 show the differential (left) and cumulative (right) distribution of the reddening of the stars in the considered field as obtained from the interpolation over the SFD98 maps. The amount of the difference in reddening over the field is similar to what obtained by Fig. 9 may help to explain part of the discrepancy among the various reddening estimates. The core of NGC 2477 lies in a "hole" in which the reddening is ∼ 0.1 − 0.3 mag lower than elsewhere (the plotted circle is centered on the center of the cluster and has r = 6 ′ ). Still, SFD98 maps predict E(B − V ) > 0.6 also in this region while previous estimates indicate E(B−V ) 0.4. On the other hand, even applying the largest proposed correction to the SFD98 estimates (Stanek 1998 ) the average reddening in the field remains higher than E(B − V ) = 0.57 and the minimum reddening is still E(B − V ) 0.45. The only way out from this conundrum is to assume a variation of the extinction along the line of sight, not unlikely given the low latitude of the field. NGC 2247 is several (5-8) kpc nearer to us than the CMaj galaxy and the distribution of dust between the two systems may be responsible for the large reddening difference suggested by the observational evidence.
THE AVERAGE PROPERTIES OF THE CMAJ STELLAR POPULATION
To further investigate this point and to obtain useful constraints on the combinations of distance, age and metallicity allowed by the observed CMD of the CMaj galaxy we compare the observed V and K magnitudes of the RC (varying the assumed reddening and distance) with the models by Girardi & Salaris (2001) and Salaris & Girardi (2002) . The inclusion of models of younger ages would make the reading of the diagram much more difficult without adding significant information, since they cover the same range as the plotted models intersecting them in various points. The continuous diagonal lines are the loci of the observed position of the RC at a given true distance modulus and for varying reddening. Along each line the reddening grows from right to left from E(B − V ) = 0.4 to E(B − V ) = 0.8. The ticks plotted on some of these lines marks changes of 0.05 in reddening. The dotted lines are the loci of the observed position of the RC at a given reddening E(B − V ) = 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5 with varying distance modulus. The combinations of reddening, distance, age and metallicity that are allowed by the observational constraints are those enclosed in the region of the plot in which the models and the iso-distance lines overlap.
The first important conclusion that can be drawn from Fig. 10 is that the observed V and K magnitude of the RC are incompatible with a mean reddening lower than E(B − V ) = 0.45. If we, reasonably, assume that the mean metallicity of the CMaj population is not larger than solar the allowed range becomes E(B − V ) 0.55. This provides stronger support to our hypothesis that the interstellar extinction grows along the line of sight from the distance of NGC 2477 to the CMaj galaxy and ensures that the average extinction adopted in the previous section is not necessarily in error by a large amount.
Second, the allowed distance moduli are in the range 14. . Increasing the assumed distance modulus, the allowed solutions shift to lower reddening and higher metal content. On the other hand, at any given reddening and metallicity, the larger the assumed distance modulus the younger the mean age of the population.
With these broad (but quite safe) constraints in hand we will explore two rather extreme cases, to bracket the age and metallicity of the population under study.
Metallicity and age
In Fig. 11 a solution with high reddening and low distance modulus is explored. We corrected each star for reddening by interpolation on the SFD98 maps, so the average reddening is < E(B −V ) >= 0.77. We compare the (V,B-V) and (V,V-I) CMDs with theoretical isochrones (Bertelli et al. 1994) with [M/H] = −0.7 and ages 0.5, 1.6, 3.2, 7.0 Gyr (from blue to red and/or from bright to faint), adopting a distance modulus (m − M )0 = 14.4.
The inspection of the (V,B-V) diagram (left panel) shows that under these assumptions the bulk of the population is reasonably bracketed in the age range covered by the three oldest isochrones. The overall fit is satisfying for any discernible feature of the CMD. The 0.5 Gyr isochrone represents well the luminosity distribution of the BP but it is ∼ 0.2 mag redder than the blue edge of the observed feature. The same conclusions could be drawn from the (V,V-I) diagram only if the set of isochrones is arbitrarily shifted by ∼ 0.2 mag to the red. This lack of self-consistency may be due to several different reasons, the most desirable one being the possibility that the additional constraint provided by the I photometry may exclude such high reddening values from the space of allowed solutions. A comparison with independent unpublished photometry (EIS team, private communication) seems to suggest that an error in the photometric zero point is unlikely to be at the origin of the observed inconsitency. On the other hand a modest change in the adopted reddening laws may easily provide the desired consistency of the fits in the two CMDs.
In Fig. 12 the observed stars are corrected for reddening by using the value interpolated from SFD98 but diminished by 0.2 mag, so that the assumed average reddening is < E(B − V ) >= 0.55. Isochrones of the same age as above are overplotted but in this case the metallicity is [M/H] = 0.0 and the adopted distance modulus is (m − M )0 = 14.8. In the present case a satisfying simultaneous fit is achieved in both CMDs, suggesting that the corrections to the SFD98 estimates proposed by Dutra et al. (2003) and/or Stanek (1998) may provide the correct solution in the present case. Note that the 7 Gyr isochrone seems to have a slightly too faint TO to provide a good fit, suggesting a slightly younger age for the upper age limit. The blue edge of the BP distribution is also better matched under the present assumptions.
We conclude that the available observations suggest that the portion of the CMaj galaxy in the background of NGC 2477 has a distance modulus of (m − M )0 = 14.6 ± 0.3 (corresponding to a heliocentric distance D = 8.3±1.2 Kpc) and its likely reddened by 0.55 E(B − V ) 0.7. The bulk of the stellar population appears to be several Gyr younger than the classical galactic globular clusters (e.g., age 6 − 7 Gyr) and the most likely range for the average metallicity is −0.7
[M/H] 0.0. Independently of the explored assumptions, if the BP population belongs to this system and it is composed by genuine young stars (e.g., not blue stragglers) then the Cmaj galaxy hosted a star formation episode during the last Gyr.
Note that the age constraints provided here are very broad and conservative. The relatively narrow and well defined morphology of the observed upper MS (once corrected for differential reddening as in Fig. 11 and 12 ) suggest that the galaxy is dominated by a population spanning a smaller age range, probably with a mean age around 3-6 Gyr (see Fig. 8 ). However, since it is not possible to completely disentangle the morphology of the MS and SGB of CMaj from the contamination by cluster and field sources with the present data, we prefer to mantain a very prudent attitude in this context. For instance, the presence of populations signifi- cantly older that the indicated range cannot be excluded with the available data. The uncertainties in reddening and the lack of a proper control field (e.g., having the same absolute galactic coordinates but located in the northern emisphere) prevents any quantitative conclusion in this sense and suggest avoiding any possible over-interpretation of the extant data.
Connection with the Ring population
In PAP-I the CMaj system was indicated as the parent galaxy of the Ring because of the spatial continuity among the structures and given the homogeneity in their population of evolved stars. A detailed comparison of the MS of the Ring as detected by Newberg et al. (2002) ; Ibata et al. (2003) and Yanny et al. (2003) with that of the body of the CMaj galaxy shown here is not possible because of the differences in the adopted photometric systems. Large uncertainties (and possible systematics Newberg et al. 2003) in distance and reddening also weaken any possible conclusion. As a consistency check we performed a simple comparison in the following way. We obtained a coarse ridge line of the Ring MS in the SDSS field S223+20-19.4 as it appears in Fig. 12 of Newberg et al. (2002) and we transformed it to the (V,B-V) plane using the transformations by Fukugita et al. (1996) . In this field the approximate distance modulus of the Ring is (m − M )0 ∼ 15.2, according to the scale adopted by Newberg et al. (2002) . Fig. 13 shows that adopting E(B −V ) = 0.65 for Canis major and a difference in distance modulus of −0.8 mag (implying a distance of CMaj (m − M )0 ∼ 14.4 a reasonable match between the two MS is achieved. It may be concluded that the present observations are fully compatible with the hypothesis that CMaj is the parent galaxy of the Ring
The fact that the dominant stellar population of the CMaj galaxy is (probably) significantly younger than typical galactic globulars (and therefore of the typical Halo population in the field) suggests that its upper MS/TO region is bluer than the blue edge of the vertical plume of the MS field population (Gilmore & Wyse 1987; Prandoni et al. 1999) . This relevant characteristic is shared by the Ring population, since such kind of (F) stars has been used as a "fieldcleaned" tracer of the Ring in its discovery (Newberg et al. 2002) and following analysis (Yanny et al. 2003) by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) team. according to PAP-I. We found a handful of useful datasets (e.g., sufficiently deep CCD data over a field of at least a few arcmin across), confirming our previous results and providing further insight on the structure and on the possible cluster system of the CMaj galaxy. We report on all these results in the present and in the following sections, distinguishing among detections, possible non-detections and the cases of clusters apparently located at the same distance of the CMaj galaxy. The overplotted DB will be reported in the CMD of other fields to search for CMaj MS stars.
OTHER DETECTIONS
While comparing the populations observed in these new field with our current template of the CMaj population (i.e. that found in the background of NGC 2477) we adopt, for the template, the reddening provided by SFD98 map corrected with the calibration of Dutra et al. (2003) . This procedure gives and average reddening of < E(B − V ) = 0.58 for the considered field, in good agreement with the results presented in Sect. 3, above. The reddening of the newly considered fields is taken from the same source of the considered photometry. In all of the considered cases the agreement with the corresponding estimates of the SFD98 maps is satisfying. If not otherwise stated, we assume that any population belonging to the CMaj galaxy that is detected in a region of sky lies at the same distance as that found in the background of NGC 2477, e.g. a null difference in distance moduli (∆µ = 0.0).
As the more characteristic and rieliable tracer of the presence of the CMaj population we adopt the upper MS population that is enclosed in boxes in the (V,B-V) and (V,V-I) CMDs of the NGC 2477 field shown in Fig. 14 . In the following analysis we will report such "detection boxes" (DB hereafter) in the CMD of the considered fields to check if a similar unexpected population is present also in these fields. Given the great inhomogeneity of the various considered datasets as well as their various degrees of contamination by fore/background sources, we are not able to compare quantitatively the stellar density in different fields. We will limit to note the cases in which the unexpected CMaj se- quence is clearly detected and those in which it is clear that if the CMaj galaxy is present, the stellar density has to be much lower than what was found in the field of NGC 2477.
A positive detection: Tombaugh 1
The open cluster Tombaugh 1 (Tom 1) is located at (l,b)=(232.2 o , −7.3 o ). According to (Carraro & Patat 1995 ) the most likely metallicity is [M/H] ∼ 0.0, the age is ∼ 1 Gyr and it is located at ∼ 3 kpc from the Sun [(m − M )0 ∼ 12.4]. In Fig. 15 we show the CMDs of the stars nearer than 2 arcmin to the center of the clsuter (left panel) and of those farther than this limit (right panel), obtained from the data by Carraro & Patat (1995) . The inner sample is dominated by the cluster MS going from B − V ≃ 0.7 and V ≃ 14 to B − V ≃ 2.0 and V ≃ 21.5. Note that a broad and sparse parallel sequence seems to appear to the blue of the cluster MS at V 18.5. Such sequence is much clearer in the CMD of the outer sample and it is well enclosed by the CMaj Detection Box. We conclude that CMaj stars are present in this direction, similarly to the case of the background of NGC 2477. . The data for the first two clusters are taken from Kassis et al. (1997) while the latter are from Kaluzny, Krzemińsky & Mazur (1996) and Momany et al. (2001) , respectively. All these clusters have smaller heliocentric distances than the CMaj galaxy (see the respective papers for more details) with the possible exception of Be 20 which has (m−M )0 ∼ 14.5. In this last case the stars within 5 ′ from the center of the clusters have been excluded from the CMD shown in Fig. 19 so as to remove the majority of the cluster population. This dataset has been included in this set even being outside of the considered spot of sky because it is homogeneous with the (V,B-V) photometry of NGC 2477 adopted above, thus providing a sensible comparison.
In all the four cases there is no apparent feature related to the CMaj MS in the Detection Box. This fact clearly does not necessarily imply that there are no CMaj stars in that direction, but it clearly indicates that their density is significantly lower than what was found in the surroundings of NGC 2477, Tom 1 and Be 33 (note that the (V,V-I) CMD of NGC 2477 and those of NGC 2204 and Mel 66 are directly comparable since they are taken from the same source,e.g. Kassis et al. 1997 ). This is roughly in agreement with the fit of the CMaj profile along the latitude direction obtained in PAP-I which predicts a decrease of density by a factor ∼ 3 − 4 going from b = −6 o to b = −15 o .
CLUSTERS AT THE SAME DISTANCE OF CMAJ
In PAP-I it has been noted that there is also an apparent overdensity of open clusters in the surroundings of the CMaj galaxy. In the region of the sky considered in the present analysis we found useful photometry only for two of these clusters, namely AM-2 and Tombaugh 2 (Tom 2). According to the most recent studies (Lee 1997; Ortolani, Bica & Barbuy 1995 16 Lee 1997) place it fully within the CMaj system, according to the distance estimates derived in the present analysis. Note also that the metallicity and age of this cluster are well within the ranges enclosing the dominant population of the galaxy (see Sect. 3.1). Unfortunately the field of view of the widest field photometry currently available (Ortolani, Bica & Barbuy 1995) is too small (5.5 ′ × 5.5 ′ ) to allow a comparative study with the population surrounding the cluster (supposedly mainly composed by CMaj stars). The cluster population dominates the field (in the range of magnitudes covered by the available CMD) at least out to the edge of the field observed by Ortolani, Bica & Barbuy (1995) though the density profile of the clusters appear to be essentially flat for r > 1.5
′ (see, also Lee 1997) . The main characteristics of Tom 2 are quite similar to that of AM-2, but in this case the wider field of view (10.4 ′ × 10.4 ′ ) of the best available photometry (Kubiak et al. 1992 ) allows a more insightful analysis. Tom 2 has the same metallicity of AM-2 ([F e/H] = −0.5 ± 0.1, from high resolution spectroscopy by Brown et al. 1996 ) and a quite similar age (≃ 4 Gyr, the quoted age difference with AM-2 is probably comprised within the uncertainties). It is located at (l,b)=(232.9 o ; −6.9 o ) and its distance modulus ((m − M )0 = 14.0 ± 0.3, according to Kubiak et al. 1992 ) is consistent with that of the CMaj galaxy, within the errors.
It the upper panel of Fig. 19 we show the density profile of Tom 2 (filled circles) as traced by its MS stars with V > 18 (see the CMDs in the lower panels). The distribution is well fitted by the sum of an exponential profile with h l = 1.0 ′ and a uniform constant component, while a fit of the overall distribution with a single model profile (either exponential or King (1962) 
The plot of the single components (exponential and uniform) suggests that the contribution by the uniform component should dominate the stellar density for r > 4 ′ . One would usually expect that these regions of the field would be populated by stars not related with the cluster (e.g., foreground, background sources). The CMDs in the lower panels of Fig. 19 clearly show that this is not the case: a MS and a RGB sequence identical to the cluster ones are the most evident and well populated features also in the CMD of the outmost part of the field (r > 5 ′ ). The presence of cluster population even at relatively large distance from the center is not unusual in open clusters (see Kubiak et al. 1992 , and references therein), however it may have different implications in the present case.
Before discussing this result it is interesting to compare the CMDs of Tom 2 and CMaj. The comparison is displayed in Fig. 20 , where we have adopted, also for Tom 2, the reddening from SFD98 corrected according to the prescriptions of Dutra et al. (2003) . Note that the adopted value (E(B − V ) = 0.32) is in reasonable agreement with what assumed by Kubiak et al. (1992) , e.g. E(B − V ) = 0.4. A difference in distance modulus ∆µ = +0.1 mag has been applied to the Tom 2 data to match the mean magnitude of the RC of CMaj. Fig. 20 shows that the two considered systems are at the same distance from us and their CMD are strikingly similar, suggesting that they probably share the same average age and metal content. The similarity extends also to the detail of the BP population.
All of the results and discussion presented above suggests that AM-2 and Tom 2 are physically associated with the CMaj system. A case strictly analogous to that of Tom 2, e.g. a cluster having a population indistinguishable from the dominant population of the parent galaxy, is that of Ter 7 in the Sgr dSph (see Marconi et al. 1997 ). This cluster is also similar to AM-2 and Tom 2 in age and metal content. For Tom 2 the hypothesis may also be advanced that it is not a genuine cluster but a mere overdensity within the Canis Major galaxy, of the kind that have been observed in the Sgr dSph (Ibata et al. 1997; Bellazzini, Ferraro & Buonanno 1999a) and in the UMi dSph (see Bellazzini et al. 2002 , and references therein). The issue can be definitely settled only with the observation of a significantly wider field surrounding the cluster.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have detected, for the first time, the Main Sequence of the main stellar population of the newly discovered galaxy in Canis Major (PAP-I), in the background of three Galactic open clusters, namely NGC 2477, Tombaugh 1 and Berkeley 23. The location of the surveyed fields with respect to the position and typical dimension of the CMaj system is shown in Fig. 21 , where "detections" and "non-detections", as defined in Sect. 4, are plotted as filled and open squares respectively. The present results fully confirm the conclusions of PAP-I concerning the existence, position and characteristic dimensions of the CMaj galaxy.
From the CMD of the large sample of CMaj stars observed in the background of NGC 2477 we derived the following conclusions:
• The distance modulus to the CMaj system is (m − M )0 = 14.6 ± 0.3, corresponding to D⊙ = 8.3 ± 1.2 Kpc. This distance estimate is larger by 10 − 45 % than that obtained in PAP-I. This difference was expected given the systematics affecting the distance scale based on photometric parallaxes of M giants, as discussed in PAP-I (see also Newberg et al. 2003) . The use of the uncorrected SFD98 reddening maps should also contribute to the underestimate of true distances in PAP-I as well as in Majewski et al. (2003) and Rocha-Pinto et al. (2003) (see Sect. 3 for further detail).
• The main stellar population of the CMaj galaxy has an average metallicity in the range −0.7
[M/H] 0.0 and the most likely age range is 2 -7 Gyr. Independent of the assumed reddening and distance, the bulk of the CMaj population appears to be several Gyr younger that the classical Galactic globular clusters, similar to the case of the Sgr dSph (see Monaco et al. 2002 , and references therein). Note, however, that the uncertainties in the degree of contamination by Galactic field stars, reddening and distance may affect our conclusions about age much more than any other constraint about the CMaj galaxy obtained in the present analysis. Hence, the derived age range has to be considered as a preliminar indication.
• The CMaj galaxy hosts also a significant Blue Plume population. Assuming that the BP stars are not the result of the evolution of binary systems (Blue Stragglers), their typical age is lower than 1 Gyr.
A better characterization of the stellar content and star formation history of the galaxy must wait for the photometric study of a wide field, accurately chosen to be free from the contamination by foreground stellar systems and possibly unaffected by the large and variable amount of interstellar extinction encountered in the direction of NGC 2477. The acquisition of a suitable control field would also be essential for a thorough understanding and quantification of the contamination by Galactic field stars.
However the search of CMaj stars in the background of other targets that we have successfully applied here may result extremely useful in the future to characterize the spatial distribution of the galaxy and, in particular, of the associated Ring. The relevant change of view is that what may be perceived as an undesired contaminant of a given observation may hide more astrophysical information than the target itself. The lessons provided by the Sgr dSph (and Stream) and by the CMaj galaxy (and Ring) suggests to all of us a more open-minded attitude in the analysis of astronomical data, to avoid missing the wonderful vision of the Moon because our attention is completely absorbed by the the finger indicating it.
